
Scope: As the largest soccer-specific stadium in the U.S., GEODIS Park was designed with soccer 
supporters in mind. The $335M home to Major League Soccer’s Nashville SC features 30,000 
seats, a 360-degree canopy, a 65-foot-wide shared concourse and just 150 feet of space separating 
fans from the field. It also is outfitted with more than 22,000 linear feet of Sightline Commercial 
Solutions railing, including cable rail, aisle rail and grip rail, adding style and safety throughout the 
venue. Among the highlights is a dedicated supporter section with 5,000 linear feet of custom 
engineered Standing Rail. This innovative system features ergonomic lean rail and integrated flip-
down bench seats that allow avid fans to comfortably stand or sit while cheering on their favorite 
team, enhancing the electric match day atmosphere. Anodized aluminum rail and stainless-steel 
clad glass guardrail can be found within the Southeast and Southwest terraces, while drink rail in key 
areas offers convenient, “hands-free” support for beverages and belongings. Continuous corners 
at ADA locations allow for ultimate fan comfort and accessibility. Exceeding standards for longevity 
and performance, Sightline Commercial Solutions leveraged 3-D laser scanning and tube lasers to 
engineer all aisle railings, ensuring precision and perfection and elevating the safety and design of 
this premier sports and entertainment destination.
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More than 22,000 linear feet of Sightline 
Commercial Solutions railing, including cable rail, 
aisle rail and grip rail.

High definition 3D laser scanning was used to 
assure a perfect fit the first time.

Drink rail offers convenient, “hands-free” support 
for beverages and belongings.

Sightline’s innovative Standing Rail provides a 
high energy fan supporter section close to the 
action.

Fans in the stands kept safe by cable rail while 
supporting their favorite team.
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We elevate places where experiences happen by providing innovative engineering, fabrication, and 
installation solutions to the most complex challenges. Discover our unconventional approach.

Continuous corners at ADA locations allow for 
ultimate fan comfort and accessibility.


